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. . . in the night, imagining some fear,
How easy is a bush supposed a bear!

 A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act V, Scene 1
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1 We Sailed on the Lake

Poem

Bear took a walk in the woods and found a banana.
He liked the ring of it. (It was a telephone.) He thought

it nice to chase that sound. A parrot from a palm said
Over there in French and made bananas dear to him.

What? Through language he had never spoken?
There were many words for the words he was given.

There was baba and nana. There was living far
and living near. There was the trick of making this

from that. Which felt like a rush. Like he’d hardly been
a cub at all. Was never told Don’t put that in your mouth.

Or, young again, had finally learned to part honeybee
from its sting. So his heart went brrring, brrring

through the forest. And we are left to hear it leave,
like a laugh does. Or be left, like a rind. 
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Greenspan

Wanted something, lost it,
then found it in the yield curve,
sensed the future’s plotted swoon

or swag, one lone drunk sipping
from the mermaid fountain,
dark rush of clocks

come to coerce evening,
that misnomer—show me the day
that really ended at the level.

I view the graph from above.
It’s a line now,
last red streak in the sky 

before some recession settles
beneath the concrete benches
of the esplanade. It’s cold.

A couple leans on the rail.
Are they taking a picture, or looking
at a picture they’ve just taken?

Orange vesters clog the path ahead.
To be safely seen or out to sell? 
I want to know exactly what
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I’m staring at. Neon blue sign
in the window of the vision clinic. 
Song from shop speakers as I pass,

one of those gold standards in which
love must have been invented. 
I’m down here below the city, 

above water, climbing into the arcade
where I refuse to make a purchase. 
I’m not carrying anything home tonight.

No one I know is sick enough
for balloons, or if they’re sick,
they’re not telling. Of course,

the answer’s always f lowers.
Who wouldn’t mind some life
in this room the leaves blow into?

What do you call it? Some say foyer,
but it’s nothing so romantic, just one door
with another door beyond it. 
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Garland

All books have gifts.
This book gives me “enfiladed rooms.” 
Yes, how terrible to be locked in boxes,

but when one room is strung upon the next
I want to walk further into the party
until it opens on the railyard.

There goes the last commuter. 
It’s been a long day considering
all we dressed up for.

And where’s the slim credenza
of my mislaid cocktail?
Tomorrow too, still waiting

where we left it, like a list
to walk into? I lift an imagined drink
in empty hand as we move

backward through the festivities,
so concerned with elbows
I hardly notice faces. 
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Outer Lands

I’ll tell you the story. I was walking
the outer edge of the outer lands

where sporadic signs staked in dunes
warned to keep distant from the mammals;

in fact, there were critical acts in place
to enforce non-molestation,

but between me and the sea
a seal appeared to be having a time of it, 

rocked and moaned in a deepening berth
as if trying to summon momentum

to roll down the beach toward water.
In short, it seemed stuck and—it’s never far off

in the imagination—dying. I thought
I should bring sea to the seal. I filled

a detergent bottle at the surf and called
the seal “buddy.” “You okay, buddy?”

I said, as the tide went this way, then that,
with no sense of intention. An hour before,
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I had encountered a friend on this beach,
both of us having walked through our pasts

to that moment. Now he was gone
and I was supposed to be in the mountains

but the mountains were on fire. 
From the highway that morning

I watched smoke plumes rise
in each far valley and drove past my exit

straight for the coast, straight into
this story where I gathered

armloads of kelp, making a damp bed
for the seal. Increasingly, my efforts

bore the whiff of not science,
but ritual. I consulted the experts

I wasn’t too embarrassed to ask.
On my phone I found a video

of a seal snared in Ocean Shores,
two cops hunched above it, jabbing

at tangled fishing lines with utility knives
as the animal lurched, as the cops jolted
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from its teeth. A crowd in sweaters gathered
as the camera narrowed to tattooed f lames

on a bicep clenched around the seal.
Beyond this, straggling clouds from Constable

on the horizon, bright light at their edges
ref lected in mud. Then one officer

moved toward the SUV, retrieving a club, I feared,
though he returned with a stick and wire loop—

one for the dogs they don’t shoot, presumably.
He fastened the catch at the seal’s neck

and drove its head into sand until the body stilled,
suddenly submissive. What looked like choking

wasn’t—this time—and the line was cut,
and the catch was loosed, and the seal’s

arched back bounded for ocean. The algorithm
urged me further: a sea otter pup rescued

by blond hero in board shorts; a stranded whale
in Weymouth; a lone porpoise found

in a British farmer’s field fifty miles from
the ocean. Here’s the thing: I was looking
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at the way things had happened in the world
for evidence of how the world would happen.

Which never works. Each day bears
its crucial variance. And I knew this,

practically had it written on a coffee mug,
but when I was there, and when there

was then, I had to say stop—and let red
fill the harbor, and let red wash the shore,

and vow never to touch another living thing
for fear of how my being human might kill it.
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The Documentarians

We make wide arcs around the children
playing in the surf
tap the little yellow box
of focus

tiny sun
to get the light right
not so much light
that the surf looks washed

cloudy in the shot
we want the background rocks and strangers
correct
not too close, not too busy

you point and tell them where to look
I hold a thumb 
to the screen the position tips
the scale of light

on these bodies 
(we love them, the children
in the photo
their bodies being circled

to get the light right) 
we love their acceptance
as we pass
closed playgrounds 



juice box straws
buried in bark mulch
lights blinking
on empty sidewalks

we hardly find a door
uncobwebbed
chanting the fuzz
off my mouth one day

in a crowd I want you here
listening to the neighbors
get a little loose
listening to rain drown

the pollen 
rain slick on the hides
of small creatures
creatures

we’ve freighted 
with meaning all spring
we’ve freighted plot
on something as simple

as what happens
at the birdfeeder
and where
was the president

10 Bill Carty
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my child asks
when something bad
happens
hiding sorrow

in profit, I say
probably afraid
yes, very bad
I add

yet
completely worldly
and it was only
one day

hard to say so
when each lasts
this long
as long as rocks

The Rocks
they are called 
in one painting
by Van Gogh

and they do seem
quite specific
when I turn
to see them in the sun
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Domestics

In the Four Aces Diner the coasters were lacquered playing cards,
ill-designed but apt to theme, and our mugs tottered over each long edge
as I absent-mindedly nudged mine back and forth between my thumb
and index finger, trying to find the place where coffee didn’t spill, 

but there was no balance point; this was a puzzle to live with, not solve, 
then it was time to go, utensils piled and napkins tented on syruped plates,
each abandoned coaster a different suit, one for each of us four,
and I was last to stand and leave my club behind. It was the weekend

before I moved south for grad school, and we drove again to the conf luence, 
walked cross-stream along the dam’s iron rail, headed west
across state lines. These were the friends who knew me best,
could say “you have a way with people” and “you don’t like people at all”

in the same breath and understand there to be no contradiction,
just moods and modes, ways of passing days, say, carrying around a copy
of Middlemarch, not reading Middlemarch at all yet wanting someone
to ask you about it. Our house we called the Bus Stop, at the fringe of town,

beside a sign for county transit, though we were the only house along
that stretch and strictly drove cars—I’m not sure I ever saw a bus even slow.
K had moved in with me, then Andrew with Claire, rent was halved but the energy,
as they say, maintained: we danced around each other’s schedules, played

domestic roles, rotated dinners and cleaning chores—I baked my first focaccia,
learned what to do with leeks, how to grill an aubergine. As summer closed
we quit service jobs en masse to chase down swimming holes, long hikes full
of gentle needling about how I’d managed to apply the future so haphazard,
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following deadlines but not desire, no sense of place besides its abstract cousin:
anywhere’ll be fine, I think, thanks. I’d made one June loop around the country,
written faux Beat poems made true, I thought, by Native place names. Though
I claimed to love the road, I needed somewhere to be, to stay. I made a final trip

to the bookshop beneath the waterwheel, though I knew I’d know the used
stacks’ titles, grabbed a six pack to split before a party at the fringe of campus,
where a soon-famous brother-sister band mangled and bashed new-old blues
in the basement. I remained in the gravel drive, “catching up,” “saying bye,”

pouring a beer or five in plastic cups arranged like a triangular tree and placed atop
a piece of plywood spray-painted with a black-stenciled head of Che, red base coat
concealing the Greek letters of the house from which it was stolen, the hockey house,
and they could have killed us with their sticks, but didn’t, and we escaped down

side streets, holding the board to my Volvo’s roof. On this night, I chased
errant ping pong balls to the spotlight’s edge, but soon rain meant the match
had ended, everyone spilled inside as the music finished,
and we headed home, lit a fire on the porch, and I watched f lames ref lected

in the kitchen window like I was looking for something I’d left inside,
half-turned from the others. In the morning, I said nothing much to K, nor Claire,
would rather leave quick than make a scene. What can I say? I lived like the future
would happen to me and carry others with it, but knew for once that lie,

and lying made me quiet. I waved, turning left out the driveway, then left again,
then south along the river, hours later catching beltways through the seaboard’s
suburbs, Discman on my lap so it wouldn’t skip, switching an old CD for new,
everyone clapping, half-shouting choruses. It seemed less detached, more communal,
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with a whiff of tent revival that, like any god, made me nervous. One motel night,
another drive, and I arrived at my off-beach sublet, a single-story house
on a block of stilts, two stone tosses from the ocean. I hung the only art I’d packed:
a print of Monet’s “Impression, Sunrise.” Orange-gray scene like a headache

I remembered, hiking the arm of Mount Ascutney in the haze of Quebec fire,
K and I watching hang gliders launch from the peak—insanely, we thought—
toward what they knew was the river valley’s bottom. So I was back at school,
a child shocked at every clock, dodging red lights through strip malls on my way

to campus. I presumed the sunrises to be amazing, though never saw a single one,
only setting light from the parking lot outside the laundromat where I read The Years,
awaiting cycles. I went to class, taught some too, but mostly walked where things
were sandy, drafting letters north more tone than feeling, impressions

gleaned from poem or film, parked outside a closed café, connected to wi-fi,
checked some scores, and never sent the letters. My inbox gave some sense 
of what was churning: Andrew and Claire tripping Europe, K seeing another friend
with a suddenness that meant everyone, save myself, must have seen it coming.

Offshore, a hurricane was forming, green-screened forecasters charted course,
tracing variable arcing paths, a heat map of perspective power. The next day
I half-slept in a radar’s pinwheel loops, then headed to the bar where the TVs
had been switched from sports to weather, got a sense from eyes raised

behind tilted pints that what would come was real, and headed home
with no plan of action. I didn’t know the wind, and as the bartender said,
didn’t have the accent. A neighbor caught me in the morning, said last time
the water was “freezer high,” and nodded toward the intracoastal.
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“That’s where it comes,” she said. “Bet you had your eye on the ocean.”
In the morning I drove to school to observe another class, “teacher training,”
watching a professor skip the assigned translation for stories of his white youth
in Buffalo. The bartender from the pier was there, older than me, I knew,

in school getting her bachelor’s. Nicole, I learned, and said I’d see her later at the bar,
which I did, sitting on the deck beside a row of empty bottles. Chatter swirled
toward crimes to come, whether plywood saved glass or signaled abandonment,
an invitation. Nicole came around and asked, “How you doing?” as no one had,

nor had reason to. I said I’d taken the rugs off the f loor, piled chairs
on the dining table, said I might leave at dawn for northern cousins, though I
didn’t trust my car farther than I could throw its engine. She was headed
in the morning for a friend’s in town, offered a ride and a place to crash,

if the storm “went that way,” as they said it would. So at eight, I hopped
in her car as the early surge began to crest, reaching the stop sign pole
at the nearest intersection. At her friend’s, we waited for an hour on the porch
before he woke, then went inside and made coffee. “Useless,” he said,

noting we lacked PFDs, LSD, no fun to get us through the weather.
Election signs buckled in the wind; a birthday garland blew off the neighbor’s.
Nicole and I scrolled photos on our phones, chose a date and shared the nearest faces,
so I learned of Jonah’s threats, Jackson’s humor, Malcolm as who-could-have-been. 

“Corinna, Corinna” came on a mix, K’s favorite song, more branches snapped,
and we retreated. The TV on, we sat and smoked, watching a woman claw at the roof
of her coffin. When the TV cut, things got worse, we filled fresh water in the tub,
and though it was hardly noon, gathered batteries and candles. I tried to read a book
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and doze, but then things weren’t worse. Things had stopped. The eye, we said,
must be more to come, then walked outside and realized there wasn’t. The storm was 
gone, veered inland west, and what seemed a pause meant truly ending. Rain pooled
a bit in the street, and we decided—was it too soon?—to walk north and find out

what had happened. A downed powerline veered us toward a mini-mall,
and we passed a restaurant whose lights were on, two brothers inside had stayed
to protect their lot, now making meatballs and spaghetti. We bought a bottle,
poured sauce on bread, and ate on a curbstone. Policemen rolled in unmarked

patrols; people descended from their attics. On the walk home
Nicole’s friend checked car doors for open locks, and I ducked in the bushes
to piss on a pile of cardboard. As we squeezed through a fence, I dropped the wine, 
glass and red splattered at Nicole’s feet. A quiet second and then the second

itself disappearing. Back at the house, I followed her toward the bath, 
wet a rag, and when I turned, we kissed, though her palm never left my sternum. 

“Let’s not,” she said, “ruin a good storm with bad decisions.” I drifted to sleep
on the couch as the neighbor children shouted out back, playing with a box

of puppies. When I got home a lizard sunned itself at the foot of my steps,
the point from which the f lood receded. The next day, planes refilled the sky,
wood-chippers whirred with fallen branches. In weeks ahead, I’d go back
to the bar, watch a game, stay later as my team kept winning. The bar

would empty, the game would drag, Nicole would say, “I’m done for the night,”
and head to the upstairs apartment but leave a pair of long-necked domestics,
the TV still on so I could watch from the deck, then hand me the remote 
I’d drop in the mailbox. When the season ended, my team had won—a team
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that absolutely killed, my mother said, her father with near-misses. Two weeks later
the bar closed; the hurricane had done some damage to its pilings. I moved
from beach to town, and with an eye back north made what I see now
were unconvincing phone calls. It was never my intention to feel there at home,

but that’s where I was, and I made a script of my surroundings. The neighbor’s house
was rented for a teen soap opera: one week I’d drive by and wave to John,
the next week the color would be different, planters lining the sidewalk, the door
newly coated, then painted back, a seasonal wreath marked passing time.

I sold my car to a fisherman who only needed to get as far as home, stayed silent
as the workshop teacher said to a classmate’s essay, “No one’s going to care—
or they may pretend, but they won’t be buying.” I saw Nicole once, the following
semester, in the library café at a lunchtime reading. As I read, I saw her pass
 
through the lobby, then pause to listen. I finished my poems, then moved
to the back of the room beside her, eyes down, scanning the periodical shelf
until the last applause, when she turned and said, “I liked it, but you know
it’s not for me,” like someone who understood attention to be a simple kindness.
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How to Walk in the Snow

I’ve done a demonstration
where I head directly 
across the lake

to the market
and meet Mike
who I haven’t seen in ages

last fall he was living
on a commune
but just bought a house by the river

he’s happy
now he’s trying to
commercialize that as well

he has a company
what kind exactly
I don’t know

sometimes
I really listen
and sometimes 

all talk 
is an insubstantial
f lurry
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I relace my boots
and head back out
it’s almost like

to cross the lake
you’ve got to make each step
pertain to water 



The Image

Picked up a glove
from a bush
and found
a hand inside.
I didn’t feel

so lonely anymore.
I felt a little
spooked, honestly.
We were shaking,
we’d just met,

and I couldn’t
extricate myself
from the pleasantry.
So I brought
the hand home

and put it on ice,
like something
I had to preserve,
though forgetting
was what I needed.
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